: We present an optimization-based framework that can generate plausible ellipsoid packing structures on freeform surfaces. The optimization is initialized by anisotropic remeshing of the underlying surface (left). The ellipsoids are densely packed on the surface and coincide with local surface features (middle). Other appealing structures can be easily derived from the ellipsoid packing structure, including hexagon-dominant mesh, hybrid mesh, and ellipse packing structure (right).
Introduction
The amazing evolution of the nature has resulted in delicate geometric structures that are ubiquitous in the world, such as articulated structure of humans and animals, symmetry structure of flower petals, hierarchical structure of tree branches, just to name a few. Among all the incredible structures gifted by the nature, the structure formed by a packing of simple primitives is one of the masterpieces. As shown in Figure 2 , the most well-known structure of this type is probably the honeycomb which is packed by hexagonal cells. Other examples include the compound eyes of certain insects and the turtle shells. These packing structures in nature are a rich source of inspirations for various areas in science and technology, in particular architectural design and manufacture. Figure 3 shows several real architectural buildings formed by packing primitives.
Given a freeform surface, how to computationally generate packing structures with different type of cell elements has gained signifi- Figure 4 ). They presented a novel structure called sphere packing mesh, which is a triangle mesh with one sphere associated at each mesh vertex, and neighboring spheres associated at each mesh edge are tangent to each other. A geometric optimization framework was devised to generate sphere packing mesh from a reference freeform surface.
Interesting geometric structures such as incircle packing structure and hybrid mesh with hexagons and triangles can also be induced from sphere packing structure.
In this work, we would like to move a step further by generalizing the isotropic sphere packing structure on freeform surfaces to anisotropic case by using ellipsoids, i.e., generalized spheres, as the packing elements. The motivation of our work is two-fold and with regard to geometric design and physical fabrication respectively. First, freeform surfaces usually exhibit local anisotropy that can be described by the difference between maximal and minimal principal curvatures. By using ellipsoids, we can generate packing structures that better adapt to local surface features. Second, ellipsoid packing can simplify the fabrication process, since it enables approximation of anisotropic regions such as sharp features with a small number of long and thin ellipsoids instead of many small spheres (see Figure 5 ).
In order to achieve this goal, we develop an optimization framework for generating ellipsoid packing structures on freeform surfaces. We define an anisotropic metric on the surface which is adaptive to local surface features, and carefully formulate a non-linear optimization to optimize the compactness of the ellipsoids. To ensure the success of the optimization, we also propose to use anisotropic remeshing to obtain feature-adaptive meshes to better initialize the optimization. Several interesting anisotropic structures can be derived from the ellipsoid packing structure for architectural design purpose, such as anisotropic hexagon-dominant mesh, hybrid mesh, and ellipse packing structure. We test our framework on a variety of freeform surfaces with different geometry and topology. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework for generating useful ellipsoid packing structures that are adaptive to surface features.
In summary, our work makes two major contributions: i) We present the first optimization framework for generating anisotropic ellipsoid packing structure on freeform surfaces with robust remeshing-based initialization; ii) We generate a number of appealing architectural designs from ellipsoid packing structures optimized on various freeform surfaces.
Related Works
Here we focus on previous works that are closely related to ours, especially on packing spheres and ellipsoid on surfaces, and anisotropic remeshing techniques. Interested readers may refer to [PJH * 15] for a detailed survey on general cell packing structures, and [PEVW15] for a comprehensive review on broader architectural geometry.
Sphere packing on surfaces. Sphere packing on a 3D surface and its 2D counterpart -circle packing on the plane -have gained significant research interests in the discrete differential geometry field, especially for solving surface conformal mappings [HS93] [BS04] [Ste05] . This is due to the fact that conformal mapping in the continuous case maps infinitesimal circles on the surface to infinitesimal circles, which inspires researchers to use sphere/circle packing to study discrete conformal mappings for triangulated surface. Based on the above, researchers in the geometry processing field also employed sphere/circle packings for conformal surface parameterization. Several works were presented to use sphere/circle packings to solve global conformal parameterization [JKLG08] 
The key idea is to use a sphere/circle packing to define a new metric determined by radii, and flatten the surface by changing the radii while preserving the angles between neighboring circles. However, the sphere packing structure itself and the induced structure for design purpose is not a concern. The most relevant work to ours is [SHWP09], where the authors gave detailed analysis for packing spheres on freeform surfaces represented by triangle meshes. They proposed a new type of triangle mesh called circle packing (CP) mesh, where a sphere is assigned to each vertex of the mesh and neighboring spheres associated with a mesh edge are tangential. CP meshes are closely related to circle packing and conformal mapping since they also have an induced packing metric based on the sphere packing. The difference is that here the spheres have to be tangential, while in [JKLG08] and [YGL * 09] they are allowed to intersect or be disjoint. Based on the definition of CP meshes, the authors proposed numerical optimization algorithms to generate CP mesh from a given triangle mesh. They also discussed other interesting geometric structures that can be derived from CP mesh, such as incircle packing mesh, hybrid mesh with mixed triangles and hexagons, etc., and their usage for architectural design. In this work, we would like to further explore ellipsoid packing which better coincides with the local surface anisotropy.
Ellipsoid packing on surfaces. An ellipsoid can be treated as a generalized sphere with anisotropic distance metric. However, compared with sphere/circle packing, ellipsoid packing on 3D surfaces is much less explored in the field, and is mainly used for surface remeshing. Shimada et al. [SYI00] utilized ellipsoid packing for anisotropic remeshing. A set of ellipsoids is firstly sampled on the mesh surface and repulsive forces are defined between close-by ellipsoids. Repulsion optimization is further performed to achieve an equilibrium packing. Finally Delaunay Triangulation is performed on ellipsoid centers to generate anisotropic triangulation. Note that the ellipsoids are with fixed sizes in this method, while our framework also optimizes the generalized radius of each ellipsoid, resulting in better packing structure with the additional degrees of freedom. Lo and Wang [LW05] also proposed to compute anisotropic remeshing based on ellipsoid packing. The difference is that they applied a wave-propagation method to greedily add ellipsoids on the surface, gaining efficiency but sacrificing quality. Our goal is different from the above works since we aim at high-quality ellipsoid packing that can be used for design purpose. The quality of the packing from previous work simply cannot meet our requirement due to the gaps between ellipsoids and their non-uniform distribution. Ellipsoid packing based design has been briefly discussed in the survey paper [PJH * 15]. A simple extension based on generalizing the sphere packing energy in [SHWP09] is mentioned therein without either formal geometric definition of ellipsoid packing structure or special consideration on how to initialize the optimization, leading to only approximated packing that can rather be affected by insufficient initialization. We also note that Narvaez et al.
[NRBV16] proposed to use ellipses to discretize a parabolic surface by parameterically elevating a planar circle packing structure. However, the method is restricted to a specific surface type and cannot be generalized to freeform surfaces.
Anisotropic remeshing. Remeshing has been an active research topic in geometry processing field. Early works mainly focused on how to generate triangle meshes with regular face shape (equilateral triangle) and valence (ideally six) [AUGA08] . Such remeshing technique is called isotropic remeshing which benefits a lot from computational geometry tools such as Voronoi Diagram and its dual Delaunay Triangulation [BCKO08] . Anisotropic remeshing aims at generating mesh elements adaptive to local surface anisotropy. One such technique is quad-dominant remeshing for generating meshes composed by almost all quadrilaterals [BLP * 13]. The mesh edges and faces are usually controlled by curvature information which naturally encodes surface anisotropy. In our work, we are more interested in triangle meshes with a dense ellipsoid packing structure, which is not suitable by using quad meshes. Due to the anisotropic nature of ellipsoids, we favor anisotropic triangle meshes that are admissible for high-quality packing structure. Compared to isotropic remeshing, the key problem here is how to define an anisotropic metric (in contrast to the isotropic Euclidean metric), based on which the new mesh vertices are evenly distributed and regularly connected (in an anisotropic manner) on the original surface. Lai et al. [LZH * 07] presented an anisotropic metric called feature sensitive (FS) metric, where the metric is defined in a six dimensional space (vertex position and normal). A local parameterization based remeshing technique [SAG03] was adopted to generate meshes where more triangles are distributed in the area with large normal variations. Similar 6D anisotropic metrics for remeshing were also proposed in [LB13] [NLG15], the main difference is that here Anisotropic Voronoi Diagram (AVD) [DW05] and Restricted Voronoi Diagram (RVD) [YLL * 09] were used to optimize the vertex distribution and generate mesh connectivity. Zhong et al. [ZGW * 13] proposed a particle based framework for anisotropic remeshing. The anisotropic metric is an extension of the Euclidean metric by using general positive definite matrices instead of the identity matrix when defining vector inner product. Further work was done in [ZSJG14] by using global conformal parameterization and performing the remeshing in 2D.
Triangle meshes with an ellipsoid packing
To give a formal definition of triangle meshes with an ellipsoid packing structure, we will first review the specific case of sphere packing meshes proposed in [SHWP09]. Definition 3.1. A triangle mesh M(V, E, F) is called a sphere packing mesh if there exists a sphere S i with radius r i for every mesh vertex v i ∈ V, such that every pair of spheres S i and S j associated with mesh edge e i j ∈ E are externally tangent to each other.
The tangential condition can be mathematically measured on every mesh edge e i j . It is well known that two spheres S i and S j are externally tangent if and only if the distance between the two sphere centers is equal to the sum of their radius:
Ellipsoid packing is a generalization of sphere packing since an ellipsoid is a generalized sphere as the following.
Ellipsoid as generalized sphere. A sphere can be simply represented in the following implicit form:
where p is a point on the sphere, c is the center, and r is the radius. The definition of the sphere can be generalized to other dimensions, with circle as its 2D counterpart. Note that here we define distance using the Euclidean metric which is isotropic in a sense that the metric is encoded by an identity matrix:
where dist(p, c) denotes the distance between p and c. If we generalize the distance metric by replacing the identity matrix I with an arbitrary positive definite matrix M, then instead of a sphere we can define an ellipsoid:
where the aspect ratio and the major axes are encoded in M.
Anisotropic metric. To generate an ellipsoid packing structure, how to define M adaptive to local geometric features is very important, since it determines the shape and orientation of an ellipsoid. We also use local curvature tensor to define M since it locally measures the surface anisotropy based on principal curvatures and the corresponding directions, and is widely used in geometry processing field. More specifically, we first estimate the principal curvatures κmax, κ min and directions dmax, d min using a robust local fitting based approach [DEL10] implemented in libigl [JP17] . Then the anisotropic metric M is defined as:
where Q is an orthogonal matrix formed by two principal curvature directions and their cross product (the normal vector n) as:
and Λ is a diagonal matrix defined based on principal curvatures.
It can be seen that the ellipsoid axes are aligned with the two principal directions and the normal. The lengths along individual axes are adaptive to the two principal curvatures via a mapping function f . In our implementation, we define f as:
Note that for an umbilic point where κmax = κ min , the ellipsoid simply becomes a sphere. For surfaces exhibiting strong local anisotropy, we also find that it is better to use a moderate logarithmic function to avoid elongated ellipsoid as:
f (x) = log(|x| + 1) + 1.
Based on the above, we now discuss how to define triangle meshes with an ellipsoid packing structure. Definition 3.2. A triangle mesh M(V, E, F) is called an ellipsoid packing mesh if there exists an ellipsoid E i with generalized radius r i for every mesh vertex v i ∈ V, such that every pair of ellipsoids E i and E j associated with mesh edge e i j ∈ E satisfy the generalized equation of Eqn. 1:
where r d ji i is the directional radius of ellipsoid E i along a unit vector
The geometric meaning of the above equation is that the two ellipsoids E i and E j meet at a common point on edge e i j . Compared with Eqn. 1, the only difference is that instead of using constant radius of a sphere, here we use varying directional radius of an ellipsoid which is defined as below. Definition 3.3. The directional radius r d of an ellipsoid as defined in Eqn. 4 is the distance between the point p on the ellipsoid and the center c, with d = (p − c)/||p − c||. Proposition 3.1. For an ellipsoid defined as in Eqn. 4, the directional radius r d and the generalized radius r satisfy the following equation:
Proof. Suppose d = (p − c)/||p − c||, Eqn. 4 can be re-written as:
then it can be seen that Eqn. 9 holds.
Optimization algorithm
Based on the definition of ellipsoid packing mesh, we now discuss how to optimize an initial mesh M(V, E, F) to generate such structure, given a reference surface Φ which would be provided by the designer.
We first define an ellipsoid packing energy term fep based on Eqn. 8 to measure the quality of the ellipsoid packing structure:
Note that our definition of ellipsoid packing energy conforms to the former geometric definition of the ellipsoid packing mesh. A simpler extension based on directly generalizing the sphere packing energy in [SHWP09] is mentioned in [PJH * 15], which is less accurate than the above form. A detailed discussion can be found in Appendix A.
We also adopt the same strategy in [SHWP09] to keep the optimized mesh close to the reference surface Φ. The closeness is measured in two aspects. First, the vertices of the ellipsoid packing mesh are required to be close to the the reference surface using the following energy term:
where π(v i ) is the closest point of v i on the reference surface Φ, and τ π(vi) is the tangent plane at π(v i ).
For references surface with boundary, it is also required that the boundary vertices of the ellipsoid packing mesh is close to the boundary of the reference surface:
whereπ(v i ) is the closest point of v i on the boundary ∂Φ of the reference surface, and Tπ (vi) is the tangent vector atπ(v i ).
The overall objective function is a weighted sum of packing and closeness terms:
where λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 10, λ 3 = 10. We choose weights according to the typical setting, i.e., higher weights for penalty terms (10 for surface/boundary closeness). Given the initialization is good, we simply use the same weights without tuning for all experiments.
Numerics. defined locally (either on mesh edge or mesh vertex), it allows efficient computation using a sparse representation. An example of ellipsoid packing optimization is shown in Figure 6 . And the convergence of the optimization is demonstrated in the inset figure.
Optimization initialization. The optimization is formulated based on locally minimizing the objective function from an initial mesh. As a result, the mesh structure has a big impact on the success of the optimization. For sphere packing case, the relation between sphere packing mesh and conformal mapping is discussed based on conformal equivalent class [SHWP09]. It shows that disk-topology meshes are easy to optimize since the the conformal equivalent class (with dimension zero) is just determined by the mesh. On the other hand, meshes with complicated topology (genus and/or boundary number larger than one) are much more challenging due to the variation within a higher dimensional conformal equivalent class. Therefore the optimization is sensitive to the combinatorics of the mesh. To solve this, Centroid Voronoi Diagram (CVD) based remeshing [LWL * 09] is performed to generate an isotropic mesh for such cases to make sure that the optimization succeeds.
In our scenario, since the ellipsoid packing structure conforms to surface anisotropy, we employ a tailored anisotropic remeshing method to generate a good initial mesh adaptive to local surface features for successful optimization (detailed in the next section).
Note that besides the vertex positions v i , the generalized radius r i for ellipsoid E i centered at v i also needs to be optimized. To initialize r i , we consider all the faces in the one-ring neighborhood of v i . For each face f i jk , we computer i ,r j , andr k such that Eqn. 8 holds for all three face edges. Then r i is initialized as the average of r i 's over all incident faces of v i .
Anisotropic Remeshing for Packing Initialization
To better initialize the ellipsoid packing for successful optimization, we perform anisotropic remeshing conforming to the anisotropic metric used to define ellipsoid packing structure to generate good initial meshes. Given an input reference surface mesh M 0 which discretizes Φ (see Figure 7 (a)), we also adopt a particle repulsion optimization idea as in [LZH * 07] [ZGW * 13] to sample new mesh vertices and optimize their distribution. More specifically, we first generate new vertices randomly on M 0 (see Figure 7(b) ). This is done by randomly picking a triangle f lmn ∈ F 0 and creating a random sample in it. The probability of picking triangle f lmn is Figure 7 : We exploit anisotropic remeshing to better initialize the optimization.
proportional to its area. Then we define the repulsion force between close-by new vertices v i and v j as:
where d i j is the anisotropic distance in-between:
The vertex location is updated by a gradient descent type optimization, where every vertex iteratively moves along the joint repulsion direction from other vertices by a small step length. The process ends when all the vertices are close to equilibrium (see Figure 7 (c)).
After generating anisotropic mesh vertices, the next step is to construct mesh connectivity between vertices (see Figure 7(d) ). Instead of using AVD and RVD [ZGW * 13], we exploit the local parameterization approach similar to [LZH * 07]. This is for robust remeshing of flat shapes with sparsely distributed new vertices, which cannot be properly handled using RVD [YBZW14], but is very likely to be the case for architectural design. This approach is based on a divide-and-conquer strategy. It iteratively extracts disk-topology sub-regions on M 0 , maps the sub-region to 2D via parameterization, then performs 2D Delaunay triangulation to construct mesh connectivity, and finally maps the connectivity back to 3D. Conflicting edges that may appear in overlapping area are resolved by Delaunay edge flipping. Differing from previous work, when computing mean value parameterization of a local disk domain, we use our curvatureadaptive metric other than the FS metric. In rare cases where the triangle inequality does not hold for our metric, we use FS metric instead for local parameterization. Note that our method can be used to handle meshes with arbitrary topology (i.e., varying genus and boundary number), and does not require different embedding spaces as for global parameterization [ZSJG14] .
Derived Structures
The optimized ellipsoid packing mesh enables the derivation of appealing anisotropic structures for design purpose, generalizing those isotropic forms as presented in [SHWP09]. For clarity, we simply show 2D illustrations as in Figure 8 . More results in 3D can be found in Section 6.
Anisotropic hexagon-dominant structures. It is straightforward submitted to Pacific Graphics (2018) (a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 8 : Ellipsoid packing structure can derive other appealing structures for design purpose.
to derive such dual structures from ellipsoid packing meshes (see Figure 8(b) ). For realizing architecture in practice, this type of structure reduces the complexity of fabricating nodes where several beams meet together, since the valence of each (inner) mesh vertex is three, which is less than quad meshes and triangle meshes [PEVW15].
Anisotropic hybrid triangle-hexagon structures. Hybrid meshes mixed with triangles and hexagons (mostly) can also be derived in an anisotropic manner. Here we first compute the contact point p i j of two neighboring ellipsoids (E i and E j ) for each mesh edge e i j , which is well defined after the optimization. By connecting the contact points (on edges) in mesh faces and in a one-ring neighborhood of mesh vertices, we can easily construct an anisotropic hybrid structure (see Figure 8 (c)). Due to the involvement of triangles, such structure can be used to generate planar and convex hexagons in negatively curved areas of a surface, while non-convex faces are required there for pure planar hexagonal meshes.
Ellipse packing structures. We can also derive interesting ellipse packing structures adaptive to local surface features. Specifically, we create an ellipse for each mesh vertex v i by fitting to all its incident contact points p i j (as mentioned before) in a one-ring neighborhood. Due to the high quality of ellipsoid packing, the derived ellipses also form a good packing structure (see Figure 8(d) ).
Results
We test our optimization framework on a number of freeform surfaces with varying geometry and topology complexity. A gallery of ellipsoid packing structures and derived structures on architectural and algebraic surfaces can be found in Figure 12 . Our framework can also handle general shapes with complicated geometry. Figure 9 demonstrates the results on the Stanford bunny. Here we also show two ellipsoid packing structures with different levels of anisotropy by adjusting the logarithm base (4 and 2 respectively, smaller base results in elongated ellipsoids) in the moderate function (see Eqn. 7, the default base is e).
To evaluate the effectiveness of the remeshing-based initialization, we compare the optimization results using initial meshes representing the same freeform surface but with different combinatorics, including isotropic mesh generated by [YLL * 09], irregular mesh generated by simplifying the isotropic mesh by [GH97] , and anisotropic mesh generated from Section 4. As shown in Figure 10 , only anisotropic mesh results in successful optimization. As shown in the red highlighted region, isotropic mesh leads to unsolvable region with conflicting ellipsoids. Irregular mesh causes large ellipsoid shape variations that can easily affect packing compactness.
We also compare our ellipsoid packing structure with the result generated from the simple extension of sphere packing energy as mentioned in [PJH * 15]. For clarity, we also show histogram of per-edge packing quality measurement δ i j based on Eqn 8: Figure 11 demonstrates the advantage of our approach since our optimization is based on accurately defined packing condition. Note that the result of [PJH * 15] appears to be more compact but neighboring ellipsoids severely overlap (as explained in Appendix A). Our approach generates ellipsoids that are in good contact (gaps and overlaps are both penalized based on Eqn. 8).
The benefit of ellipsoid packing over sphere packing in terms of fabrication is shown in Figure 13 . Fewer ellipsoids than spheres are required for the packing structure as the underlying anisotropic mesh better approximates the reference surface with fewer vertices/triangles compared with isotropic mesh, resulting in considerable material deduction when fabricating the induced ellipse packing structure using metal wires (see also Figure 5 ).
Performance. Our framework is implemented in C++ on a Windows laptop with 2.8 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. For a typical model with 2000 vertices, the anisotropic remeshing and optimization take 93.3 seconds and 4.7 seconds respectively with non-optimized codes. The number of mesh vertices to be optimized play a major role for the computational efficiency, since it determines the problem scale of the remeshing and the subsequent optimization. Besides, the reference surface mesh based on which the remeshing and optimization are performed also affects the running time, as it regularizes the scope of remeshing and optimization.
Limitation and discussion. Although our framework can generate a high-quality packing of ellipsoids with good contacts, the neighboring ellipsoids are not exactly tangent to each other. The tangency between two ellipsoids is more complicated than the sphere case. Two ellipsoids can be tangent to each other while the point of tangency does not lie on the line segment L connecting the two ellipsoid centers. Such case would cause a big gap region around L which damages the compactness of the packing and makes it difficult to generate good derived structures (e.g., hybrid mesh in Figure 8 ). Therefore, instead of exact tangency, we only require good contact between two ellipsoids along L, as described by Eqn. 8, which is also a nice generalization from the sphere case.
Becides, our packing optimization is based on a local optimization approach (Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) so the result may be trapped into local minimum, thus there is no guarantee of free of conflict (as shown in Figure 10 top row) between neighboring ellipsoids. This motivates us to devise a good initialization strategy which takes into account surface anisotropy. We do not see any failure case for the freeform surfaces we tested in the paper.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a computational framework for generating anisotropic ellipsoid packing structures on freeform surfaces. Compared with previous work, our packing structure is intrinsic to local surface anisotropy and adaptive to surface features. The key of our approach is a carefully designed formulation which accurately measures the packing quality. Non-linear optimization is utilized with good initialization to generate plausible ellipsoid packing structures with good quality. Several other appealing anisotropic structures can also be derived to benefit architectural design. The experiments and comparisons demonstrate the performance of the presented framework on freeform surfaces with varying geometry and topology.
In the future, we would like to investigate the relationship between ellipsoid packing with Quasi-conformal mapping [ZLYG09] [WMZ12] , which maps infinitesimal circles to ellipses. This might help initialize the ellipsoid packing on surfaces by mapping circles from 2D parameter domain. How to specify the mapping such that the ellipsoids still coincides with local surface features is worth exploring. Also, in addition to geometric design, we would like to take into account the physical behavior of the derived structures such as involving supporting beams for real fabrication consideration.
However, it can only describe approximated packing other than accurate packing. Here we use a simple example in 2D to demonstrate this (see Figure 14 ). It is easy to see that enforcing the constraint dist (v i , v j ) 2 − (r i + r j ) 2 = 0 cannot guarantee that two neighboring ellipsoid are in good contact with each other. In this simple case they even intersect. This inspires us to define a more accurate ellipsoid packing energy in Eqn. 10 based on the formal definition of ellipsoid packing mesh in Eqn. 8
